Dear Readers,

G

lobal wayfarers never seem to get enough of their favorite destination Europe, planning itineraries,
solo tours and corporate trips throughout the year – triggering a spurt in visitor arrivals by 33
reporting destinations as per 'European Tourism – Trends & Prospects 2018'. The report, compiled
by the European Travel Commission (ETC) indicated high levels of enthusiasm among globetrotters with 1 in
every 3 enjoying in excess of 10 percent!
This beautiful continent has witnessed a 7 percent growth in international traveller arrivals in the second
quarter of 2018 over the same period last year, accounting for 50 percent of the share of visitor arrivals all
across the globe. Capital of the country flaunting fantastic fjords – Oslo was ranked as a Beta World City in 2008,
drawing tourists from various spheres of the planet. 'Meetings Point' reveals how! Which wanderlust-struck
soul is averse to gourmet chocolates and beer? For this issue we take readers on a virtual trip through Bruges
via 'Destination Diary'. Bruges is the capital of Belgian, a mecca for chocolate aficionados.
Scintillating with sinister sagas of ghost and ghoul, October heralds onset of excitement for the popular
Halloween festival. Enjoy our 'Cover Story' for some interesting detail. This time, through our 'Special Feature',
we offer you a glimpse of the Tatev Monastery. An iconic Armenian Apolstolic monastery nestled majestically
on a gigantic plateau in Tatev village, southeastern Armenia. The other chapters include Travel News, Europe
Festivals, Show Highlight, Show Review, Face to Face and Calendar of Events. Stay updated with latest
European travel trends, only with TTW Europe!
Happy Reading!
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Meetings Point
Celestial Fjords, mountains and the midnight sun trace fine images of ecstasy mirrored by a stunning eloquence of
vibrant culture. Exceptional Scandinavian architecture and a quintessential cosmopolitan aura accentuate the charm
multifold – no wonder this country houses a beautiful 'global city' known as Oslo!

R

anked in 2008 as 'Beta World City' in studies conducted by the Globalization and World Cities Group
and Network, Oslo is the capital of one of the most beautiful nations of the world – Norway. Rhythms
of musical extravagance flow unplugged in this mesmerising city dazzling with Oslo World Music
Festival, Church Music Festival and the biggest rock festival of the city 'Øyafestivalen', among a plethora of
other similar music events. More than 6,000 people throng the Tøyen Park in eastern Oslo for the rock music
festival that continues for four days. Since the last 25 years, 'Oslo Jazz Festival' has been observed annually for
six days in the month of August.
Awe-inspiring Oslo is the nucleus of economic and governmental activities in Norway. In 2013, Oslo joined
hands with Melbourne in Australia as the fourth most expensive city across the planet as per the Economist
Intelligence Unit (EIU)'s Worldwide Cost of Living study.
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Surrounded by a vast forest area of Nordmarka, Oslo is an ideal hub for team-building activities. Oslo is a wellequipped conference city with an easy navigation.
Norway welcomes a large number of direct flights from Europe, offering great access from the rest of the
continent via road, rail and ferry.
Major city centres and meeting spaces are located close to the airport. It boasts of favourable meetings
facilities that can host up to 6,000 people with the number of rooms amounting to more than 13,500. It is
possible to enjoy some really exciting activities like biking, hiking or canoeing on one of the many lakes, so it
doubles up as a unique bleisure destination as well!

Norway Exhibition and Convention
Centre: The Norway Exhibition and
Convention Centre is host to several
international events, tradeshows and regional
business events.
Up to 12,000 delegates can be hosted within its
premises owing to its 55 meeting rooms that
vary in size. It also has an onsite hotel and is
only a short train or car ride away from the main
city centre.
Norway's largest exhibition and congress
centre is an international arena for exhibitions,
congresses and events and is a meeting place
for local activities.
Norway Trade Fairs hosts over 30 events annually in its 40,000 sq metres of meeting space. The largest hall is
10,687 sq metres which can accommodate up to 6,000 delegates in theatre seating.

Oslo Congress Centre : It is a congress centre with a full meeting capacity of up to 1,400 people. For years,
it has hosted conferences, seminars, exhibitions, release parties and technically demanding conference.
Oslo Kongressenter is proud of its kitchen and its banquets assure special experiences, whether they are for 10
people or for 1,000.
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Norway's capital is ranked as one of the best cities in the world to reside in and flaunts a rich cultural spectacle!
Famous for an enviable collection of theatres, galleries and museums, only 20 percent of this land mass has
been developed while the remainder comprises parks, protected forests, hills and lakes. Read on to know
about the top tourist thrills here:

Vigeland Sculpture Park : The iconic Vigeland
Sculpture Park is one of the most attractive tourist thrills of
this part of the world, containing Gustav Vigeland's life
works and his 650 sculptures in granite, bronze and wrought
iron!
Outside this park, one can visit the Vigeland Museum and
the Oslo City Museum.

Viking Ship Museum : A trip to beautiful
Norway is incomplete sans a visit to the Viking
th
Ship Museum. It is home to three 9 century
vessels, the best preserved one being the notable
21-metre-long Oseberg Ship. The other vessels on
display include the 23-metre-long Gokstad Ship, a
sea going vessel designed for use under sail or
with oars and the less intact Tune Ship.
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Oslo Opera House : Home to the Norwegian National Opera and Ballet and National Opera Theatre, the
Opera House is the largest cultural building constructed in Norway. Backpackers making a beeline for the place
in August can check out the Festival of Chamber Music!

Royal Palace : Located on Karl Johansgate, the Norwegian Royal Palace, built in 1825, dominates the
cityscape. The impressive 173-room building is open to the public for guided tours.
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P

icturesque cobblestone lanes,
amazing canals, photogenic
market squares lined with soaring
towers, medieval churches and old
whitewashed almshouses make Bruges
vibrant and beautiful. The architectural
movement that flourished in Northern
Europe paints a comprehensive picture in
the city's history. Bruges is a city that will
capture your heart. Its city centre is a
UNESCO Heritage Site. Bruges has
significant economic importance for its
ports and colleges. Criss-crossed by canals,
inside its ring of moats and ramparts, the
cosy city and its riches seem a single work
of art. The Treasures of the Church of Our
Lady includes Michelangelo's Mother and
Child, variously stolen by the Prussians,
French and Nazis during the War era.
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Destination Diary

Previously Bruges was a seaport. It remains a
waterborne city and its canals form an extensive
network that links to the North Sea. Early
businessmen developed the city and now it is left
with beautiful mansions and palaces, which are
now preserved for the visitors. Its lanes are
appealing to the tourists, and the city expresses its
magnificence and wealth from 12th century.
Bruges has at least 30 museums. Medieval
sculptures, Gothic architecture and Flemish
paintings are on display.

Archeologiemuseum (Archeological Museum)
Presenting city's history from the early era,
Archeologiemuseum offers you to feel the past.
This museum has a mesmerizing combination of
archaeological findings, riddles, replicas and
reconstructions. It covers aspects such as
landscapes and environment and how people of
the bygone era dealt with them, how they lived,
buried their dead or produced food.

Arentshuis
Arentshuis houses a great collection of the English
artist Frank Brangwyn, born in Bruges. Frank
Brangwyn developed his work in several fields such
as architecture, painting and decoration. In 1936,
Frank Brangwyn donated more than 300 of his own
artworks to the government of Bruges. For this
reason, Bruges hosts the biggest collection of this
artist. You can also find the works of Englishman
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John Steinmetz. He has more than 17000 prints
and drawings to his credit.

Brugs Biermuseum
This beer museum is a must-visit place if you wish
to experience the most fascinating aspects of beer.
Brugs Biermuseum has an amalgamation of
interactivity, innovative technologies and
stimulation of all senses. You can learn about the
preparation of Trappist and abbey beers, brewing
process, food pairing and much more in an
innovative way.

Diamantmuseum (Diamond Museum)
The Bruges Diamond Museum tells the story of
fascinating exhibition displays. You can find here
the diamond laboratory, microscopes and other
types of equipment. Diamantmuseum allows
visitors, both young and old, to discover the beauty
of diamonds in all their many facets.

displays about his life and works, there are also
temporary presentations about (literary) art. The
house also has a romantic garden and organic
kitchen garden. Next, to the entrance, Jan Fabre's
'The Man who Gives a Light' tries to ignite the
visitors' interest in poetry.

Gruuthusemuseum

Frietmuseum (Fries Museum)
This didactic museum sketch the history of potato,
Belgian fries and the various sauces and dressings
that accompany this most delicious and most
famous of Belgian comestibles. The museum is
housed in Saaihalle, one of Bruges' most attractive
buildings.

Gezellemuseum
This literary and biographical museum is dedicated
to Guido Gezelle (1830- 1899), one of Flanders'
most famous poets. It is situated in a peaceful
working-class district of the city. In addition to
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By spring 2019, you will once again be able to
admire this luxurious city palace of the lords of
Gruuthuse in all its magnificent glory. After
extensive restoration and renovation, visitors will
once again be able to learn more about Bruges and
enjoy the outstanding collections of tapestries,
lace, sculpture, furniture and silver.

Lumina Domestica (Lamp Museum)
The museum contains the world's largest
collection of lamps and lights. More than 6000
antiques tell the complete story of interior lighting,
from torch and paraffin lamp to light bulb and LED.
The small detour into the world of luminous
animals and plants is particularly interesting.
Discover the light mysteries of the glow-worm, the
lantern fish and small Chinese lanterns.

Volkskundemuseum (Museum of Folk Life)
It is a renovated 17thcentury mansion displaying
old, medieval and Christian era classroom,
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millinery, pharmacy, confectionery shop, grocery
shop and authentic bedroom interior of North
Europe's folk culture . You can relax in the museum
inn, 'De Zwarte Kat' (The Black Cat) or in the
garden, where you can try out traditional folk and
children's games on the terrace.
Bruges has been an international metropolis for
centuries, as it houses medieval monuments,
cultural temples and religious places. For many
years, Bruges has lived in the silhouette of Flemish
culture. Truly, it is Belgium's historic merchant city.

Cover Story

E

urope is not just the continent of kings, castles, tales and legends. Its charming and romantic cities are
ready to trick-or-treat. Its wide variety of landscapes scintillates with ghost stories. The custom of
carving pumpkin, events and colourful parades are conducted during Halloween. Visit frightening
places; meet other cultures, traditions and live the moment as someone else during the world's second
commercial holiday after Christmas.
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London, England
It is an excellent place to celebrate Halloween. There
are lots of mystery, ghostly attractions, flamboyant
parades and posh club events to thrill the visitors. It is
regarded as one of the world's most haunted
destinations and known for the memories of Jack The
Ripper, world's most infamous serial killer. The British
capital with its gory past, obscure dungeons, ancient
buildings and chilling backstreets provides spooky
tours and themed dinners.

Prague, Czech Republic
The city seems to be designed for such celebrations;
Prague speaks about the Gothic fairytale of Europe
through its stunning architecture, winding medieval
lanes and macabre corners. It mysteriously allures with
its landscaped statues and spectacular structures ―
the Old Jewish Cemetery, the Torture Museum, Sedlec
Ossuary, Charles Bridge. The Prague Old Town is
replete with stories of many legends and ghoulish
stories.

Transylvania, Romania
Have one-of-a-kind experience in the most beautiful
region in Romania during Halloween. The place has a
startling collection of citadels and frozen-in-time
villages with long-lasting traditions. It is an ideal place
to celebrate Halloween in the secluded Bran Castle or
the world-famous legend of Dracula. Expect not just a
creepy journey but also immerse in the country's
mind-blowing past.
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Amsterdam, The Netherlands
It has something for everyone. Known for the most
creative costume parties, tortured souls and haunted
alleys, it is the best destination to spend Halloween.
There are themed events throughout the city like ghost
tours, music concerts and all- night marathons of scary
movies to participate in.
Party with outlandish creatures at the Monster Ball,
enjoy an intense night at Obscene Halloween or come
along with family and friends to Ripley's Believe IT or
Not.

Venice, Italy
If you are looking for the most sophisticated Halloween of your life, head to Venice, one of the most
romantic, mysterious and beautiful places in Europe. The destination in northeastern Italy might not be
among the usual place to celebrate but it has a permanent eerie atmosphere and lots of disturbing past. Its
shadowy corners and legendary tales add to the city's stunning architecture. Be there with the most
sensual Venetian masks and participate in the spectacular masquerade balls.
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Built between 9th and 13th century, the Tatev Monastery is an
Armenian Apostolic monastery situated on a huge basalt
plateau, at the centre of the Marz of Syunik, close to the village
of Tatev in Southeast Armenia. Previously, this monastery was
almost inaccessible because of its winding road descending the
steep walls of the gorge. Based 1600 metres high above the sea
level, this monastery wonderfully blends with its jaw-dropping
backdrop, creating an inseparable entity.

A drive from Yerevan, the
capital city, to Halidzor takes
approximately 3.5 to 4 hours
on road. However, the
journey to the sanctum is
filled with breathtaking
beauty, making it easy for
travellers to cover the
distance while enjoying the
landscape. Also, there is
ropeway facility 'Wings of
Tatev' from Halidzor to the
village of Tatev. It takes
approximately 12 minutes.
On the other hand, the
journey to the steep zigzag
road of Vorotan Gorge takes
roughly 40 minutes.
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St. Gregory is the most ancient church in this
monastery which was built in 848 by Pilipos, the
Syunik Prince. This simple structure doesn't have any
dome. It has pillars that support the arches on which
the inclined roof tiles rest. Entrance has geometric
carvings.
Also, there is a unique column in the monument called
Gavazan. The column was re-built in 904. Traditionally,
Orion Belt's three stars stand for Holy Trinity. The
column sends out alerts even in the slightest earth
tremors, sending out signals of possible earthquakes.
Over the gate of the monastery is located St.
Astvatsatsin Church, which is one of the uncommon
instances of Armenian architecture with small domed
hallway and niches on each and every façade.

It is believed that after completing his construction
work in Tatev, the Master came close to the edge of
the monastery cliff, crossed himself and uttered 'Let
the Holy Spirit give me wings' and jumped off. All of a
sudden, two wings grew and he flew away. So, the
monastery was named Tatev to commemorate the
Master whose prayers were answered.
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Other Attractions
World's longest non-stop reversible aerial journey,
this ropeway or tramway in Tatev has a place in the
Guinness Book of World Records. It connects the
monastery with Halidzor village. All revenue from this
ropeway service goes to ''Tatev Revival” fund. It
restores the monastery as well as takes care of the
local community.

Situated below the monastery, Devil's Bridge is an
excellent natural wonder of Armenia located in the
Canyon of Vorotan River. Wind and water created this
natural bridge by polishing and piercing the fossilized
lava for thousands of years. This 30 m long bridge is
surrounded by many mountain springs, painting the
rocks with brilliant pink, green and yellow colours.

This 18th century oil mill is a preserved structure and
one of the most important medieval constructions
to witness through an interactive museum. One can
look at the monastic and Armenian culinary heritage
in the oil mill.

The monastery hosted a university in the period
between 1390 and 1434. Here instructors were
trained for Syunik province as well as Armenia. In the
current context, it's a well preserved structure with
auditoriums, auxiliary rooms and student and monk
cells.
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Tatev Monastery is an impressive structure, silently gliding over the enigmatic mountains. If you are a lover of
nature and history and if unknown and mystery beckons you, then Tatev Monastery will definitely bewilder
you with its narrow passages, mighty fortress upon massive cliffs, spacious halls, stone staircases, arched
doorways, pendulous columns and ancient frescos by European masters. While standing on the edge of the
monastery, you are bound to get mesmerised by river flowing deep down and velvety green hills standing
quiet.
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Europe is preparing with best carnivals as this month is ideal for
partying and booze. With great excitement and energy, Europeans focus on
their culture with different themed festivals that reflects in its tourism industry.

T

o delve into the world of cocktails and drinks visit London Cocktail Week. This annual festival is a
must visit place in visitor's diary who loves to have drinks and cocktails. More than 200 restaurants,
bistros, food stalls and bars will offer to booze with variant colourful cocktails and the lip smacking

dishes.
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B

occaccesca Food and Wine Festival shows Italy’s culinary culture tucked with the odour of mozzarella
cheese, bread, pizza, pasta and the best quality Tuscan wines like Chianti Classico or Brunello of
Montalcino. Its diction is the portrayal of the Italian food culture and the history of Certaldo.
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D

ance, music and dazzling events make the Netherlands' most populous capital city, Amsterdam
vibrant and diverse. Experimental rock music, hard electronica, trance and DJ concerts will make
an impressive lineup with the breathtaking production, staging and lightning.
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Refreshed WTM Ministerial Summit to Tackle
Innovation & Technology Investment: UNWTO
2018 World Travel Market (WTM) will introduce a
disruptive new format to the long-running
UNWTO/WTM Ministerial Summit. With the
private sector crucial in setting the tourism
agenda, private sector leaders will be involved for
the first time via a panel on investment in tourism
technology.
The UNWTO/WTM Ministerial Summit will be
hosted by CNN's Richard Quest, anchor of Quest
Means Business. Developing an innovation
ecosystem, data-driven decision making, digital
destination branding, and the role of government
and policy in smart tourism management are
among the topics to be addressed this year.
The Summit will reflect on a hyper-connected and
informed world where tourists are one click away
from their next destination and share their
interests and emotions in real-time – and where
technological advances have an exponential impact
on management efficiency and sustainability.
It will expand its practical impact with a focus on
creating and exchanging innovative ideas and
partnerships that can boost investments in tourism
technology.
American Airlines redesigned its campus museum
for a new era of aviation
The American Airlines CR Smith Museum reopens
to the public following the successful completion
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of a redesign.
The redesign, made possible through a lead
donation by the American Airlines Group and gifts
by PACMIN and Boeing, marks the first major
redesign in the museum's 25-year history. In a
simulated operations center, they would be
capable of making judgment calls about whether
to send a virtual aircraft through bad weather. The
recently completed multimillion-dollar renovation
of the museum along Texas 360 in far northeast
Fort Worth (just south of Dallas/Fort Worth
International Airport) is aimed at making the
whole experience more hands-on. Uli Das,
museum executive director said that via this
renovation, they wanted to refocus the experience
to give visitors a greater insight into the operations
of an airline and the people that run it every day.
The museum is governed by its own nonprofit
board of directors, and is named after Cyrus
Rowlett Smith, who served as the airline's chief
executive from 1934-68 and 1973-74.

Trump administration to annual work permit for
families of H1B visa holders within 3 months
The Department of Homeland Security (DHS) told
a federal court that within three months it will
make a decision on cancelling the work permit to
spouses of H-1B visa holders. This move will
significantly affect India women who are the major
beneficiary of the Obama-era rule. The US
Citizenship and Immigration Services (USCIS)
issues H-4 visas to immediate family member (
spouse and children under 21 years of age ) of the
H-1B visa which is the most popular among Indian
IT professionals. The department has urged the
court to suspend its decision on a lawsuit filed by
'Save Jobs USA' which represents a group of US
workers claiming their jobs suffered due to the
government's policy announced during the Obama
rule.
World's first interactive marijuana museum
debuts in Las Vegas
Cannabition, the world's first interactive museum
celebrating all things cannabis was launched in Las
Vegas, Nevada on 20 September. Buying Marijuana
for recreational use has now become legal for
adults and after 15 months, this museum has
opened. Still consuming drug in public is still
banned, nine US states, Washington DC including
Oregon, Alaska, Maine and Colorado have legalized
the recreational marijuana use. The museum has a
perfect selfie zone, there can be lighting of
exhibits- a giant spliff where visitors can pretend
to smoke. The attraction is specially designed for
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the social media generation. Those above 21 and
over can buy tickets and located in the heart of the
city.

SNFC expects to launch driverless train in France
by 2023
France is geared for innovation in the rail sector
and the SNCF group president Guillaume Pepy
expects the train drivers to work like pilots and be
able to monitor journey as technology is constantly
optimising performance. In northern France the
state-run enterprise tested a circuit by driving the
locomotive by a “téléconducteur” at the control
centre in Lyon. Driverless freight trains is expected
to run by 2021 and the passenger trains will run on
the RER network through Paris by 2023 plying at a
speed of to 75mph. The number of services to run
on a line will increase from 13 to 16 per hour by
2025 as the TGV high-speed trains will be
automated. Mick Cash , union's general secretary
mentioned that the RMT will not tolerate a
position where the members will suffer due to
corporate failures.

SHOW HIGHLIGHT
Hotel Management
Indonesia Summit
(HMI), a neutral
one-stop strategy
platform, will
return to Jakarta on 14 November to directly address all
key management, operational, commercial and financial
challenges that impact corporate and property P&L.
Hotel Management Indonesia Summit will explore the
latest consumer trends, technological advancements and
cross-industry best practices to help inspire hotel leaders
in their quests to boost financial performances.

rebranding and de-flagging are unpredictable
constants.
While the Government is working
relentlessly to boost visitor arrivals, the
industry needs to strategize on revenue
generation, technology adoption,
productivity enhancement, talent
development and brand differentiation.
These are the only ways forward until tourism
demand closes with the supply surge.

It has been a few exciting yet challenging years for hoteliers
in Indonesia. On one hand,
the tremendous growth in
the industry has provided
vast opportunities for career
advancements.
On the other hand, the
supply growth has out-paced
demand growth and human
resources readiness,
resulting in margin
compression and talent
shortage. In this highly
competitive but fragmented
market, new openings,
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When: November 14, 2018
Where: DoubleTree by Hilton Jakarta - Diponegoro,
Indonesia

SHOW REVIEW

2nd Beijing International
Travel Mart 2018

When: 5 – 7 September 2018
Where: China International
Exhibition Center (CIEC), Beijing

nd

The 2 Beijing International Travel Mart (BITM) 2018
was successfully concluded with some 3,120 business
matching sessions between its exhibitors and hosted
buyers.
Over the three days from 5-7 Sept, the event hosted
130 exhibitors from 20 countries and welcomed some
250 buyers and some 1,800 trade visitors at the China
International Exhibition Center (CIEC) Halls.
The highlight this year was the staging of the Second
African Dialogue, setting the tone for 'China-Africa
Tourism Development Opportunities'. Amongst thekey
industry speakers were Professor of International
Tourism, China Tourism Academy, Professor Yang
Jinsong; General Manager of the China Youth Travel
Service (CYTS) Middle East-Africa department, Mdm
Huang Yan; Head of China Desk, Sudan Ministry of
Tourism, Antiquities & Wildlife, Mr. Mohamed
Mudathir Abass; and Chief Representative of Moroccan
National Tourist Office in China, Mr Khalid Fathi.
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The panel discussion was moderated by Mr
Kwakye Donkor, Chief Executive Officer of African
Tourism Partners, who described how the African
travel agencies could tap into the huge potential of
the Chinese tourism and travel market.
Dr Ali Elnour Idris, general manager of Amal Travel
and Tourism Agency, from Sudan said that BITM
this year has satisfied all its requirements.
As a prelude to the event, the exhibitors of the
Singapore pavilion, GTMC Travel, Far East
Hospitality Management (S) and Mega Adventure
Park had the privilege to meet with bellwethers of
the Chinese outbound travel industry, such as
Beijing China International Travel Service; FTX Trip;
China Travel Service Head Office; and Comfort
International M.I.C.E. Service.
BITM 2019 will be held at China International
Exhibition Center (CIEC), Beijing, China in
September 2019.

Travel Industry Exhibition 2018

When: August 21-22, 2018
Where: Darling Harbour, Sydney, Australia

The Travel Industry Exhibition 2018 delivered a new
model offering exhibitors a clean, professional, easy lay
out. The success of the new model was evident through
both the quantity and quality of exhibitors from around
the world.
House hold names such as Scenic Luxury Cruises &
Tours, Conventions and Incentives New Zealand and
AYANA Resort & Spa exhibited for the first time whilst
emerging destinations such as Timor- Leste and
Shandong Tourism were able to showcase and promote
their unique offerings.
The combination of both established and emerging
exhibitors was undoubtedly one of the draw cards for
attendees who showed their enthusiasm in numbers.
An unrivalled lineup of industry leading speakers was
assembled to inform, inspire and share their expertise.
This was a unique opportunity for the trade to discuss
key industry challenges, uncover trends and have their
say in the future direction of the industry.
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The high quality seminars over the two days aimed
towards the mobile, luxury and MICE industries
were a big highlight for the event. Crowds were at
capacity for all speakers with the likes of Bond
Leung – Head of Business Travel for Airbnb, Rian
Smith – Hootsuite, Neil Rodgers – MD for
Adventure World, Simone Clarke – World Animal
Protection and many others.
This year saw Sri Lanka Tourism Promotion Bureau
represent in numbers as the official Destination
Partner for the two day event. Starting off with a
traditional Sri Lankan breakfast and dancers, the
media was able to attend an invite only press
conference announcing the latest developments
within the Sri Lankan Tourism Industry. This was
followed by traditional performances and the
official lighting of the oil lamp on the show floor
surrounded by thrilled attendees, Sri Lanka
Tourism and many VIPs including ministers and
consulate personnel.

Both days were capped off by two networking
functions allowing everyone to interact in a relaxed
environment with drinks and canapés flowing. The
first night's networking drinks were complimented
with eight lucky and very happy winners walking
away with some fantastic prizes donated by some
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very generous exhibitors.
The team at The Travel Industry Exhibition 2018
would like to thank everyone who participated in
making the two days a success and looks forward to
working with everyone again.

TBEX Events recently presented their 21st travel
bloggers conference at the Corning Museum of Glass in
Corning, New York.
Held September 11– 13, TBEX North America 2018 was
co-hosted by the Corning Museum of Glass and Finger
Lakes Wine Country. This event attracted nearly 650
travel media including bloggers, content creators,
influencers, photographers, videographers, and travel
brands from around the globe.
Patti Hosking, Vice President of Business Development
for TBEX said that the Corning-Finger Lakes region of
New York was selected as host destination for TBEX
North America 2018 because of the diversity of stories
and experiences that travel bloggers would find there.
Finger Lakes Wine Country was recently named 2018's
Best Wine Region in the United States by USA Today 10
Best.
From this multi award-winning wine region to
quintessential Americana found in Corning's Gaffer
District to extraordinary outdoor adventure
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opportunities, TBEX North America 2018
delegates found a myriad of reasons to explore,
enjoy, and share their experiences with their
audience. They quickly discovered that the
opportunities for storytelling here are boundless.

Event co-hosts also organized several Pre-BEX tours
for attendees, and a series of post-conference FAM
trips for select bloggers and influencers. These
tours and trips were specifically designed so that
those who participate can share engaging stories of
their experiences in Finger Lakes, New York with the
world through their social feeds and travel
blog/website.
The official event hashtag, #myFLXtbex, continues
to saturate Facebook, Twitter and Instagram
bringing Finger Lakes, New York to millions of travel
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searchers across the globe. In a two-week period
between September 6th and September 20th,
4,614 tweets referencing #myFLXtbex hashtag
were delivered to nearly 67 million Twitter
timelines and reached over 8 million consumers. In
that same period, 1,435 Instagram posts including
the hashtag logged 4.6 million impressions and
reached 1.3 million Instagram users. TBEX North
America 2018 has demonstrated the sheer power
of digital influence in the travel space, and is
tourism marketing at its very best.

PATA Travel Mart 2018

PATA Travel Mart 2018 (PTM 2018), hosted by Malaysia,
attracted over 1,400 delegates from 70 global
destinations.
The delegate numbers embraced 389 sellers from 208
organisations and 33 destinations with local sellers
comprising 32% of the total, along with 252 buyers
from 241 organisations and 53 source markets.
The Pacific Asia Travel Association (PATA) was also
pleased to welcome 210 local and international young
tourism professionals including PATA Student Chapter
members from Bangladesh Dhaka University, Canada
Vancouver Capilano University, Malaysia Taylor's
University, Nepal, Philippines LPU-Manila, and
Singapore Temasek Polytechnic. The students were
part of the PATA Youth Symposium held on Wednesday,
September 12, hosted by the Langkawi Development
Authority (LADA) and the Alumni Association of UiTM
Students' Representative Council (PIMPIN) in
collaboration with the PATA Malaysia Chapter, Tourism
Malaysia and Langkawi UNESCO Global Geopark.
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PTM 2018 officially opened in Langkawi, Malaysia
on Wednesday, September 12 with the PTM 2018
Welcome Reception, presided by the Right
Honourable Dato Seri Dr. Wan Azizah Dr. Wan
Ismail, Deputy Prime Minister of Malaysia, taking
place at the Langkawi International Convention
Center (LICC).
During the Welcome Reception, the Minister of
Tourism, Arts and Culture, Malaysia, YB Tuan
Mohamaddin Ketap noted that for many, PTM is
considered the biggest tourism trade platform in
Asia Pacific. As the host country of PTM, it is an
opportunity for us to promote Malaysia as the
ideal leisure and business destination. With an
overwhelming 67 Malaysian sellers on board this
year, they are really leveraging hard on this
opportunity to meet international buyers.

Early in the day, delegates had the chance to gain
insights into product development, machine learning,
data analytics and artificial intelligence at the
Travolution Asia Forum 2018, organised in partnership
with Travel Weekly Group.
Furthermore, for the first time at PTM, the world's 15
most innovative travel and tourism start-ups and
pitched their business models to a jury panel at the
World Tourism Forum Lucerne (WTFL) Start-Up
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Innovation Camp 2018.
Addressing a media briefing on Thursday,
September 13 at the Mahsuri International
Exhibition Centre (MIEC), the official venue of the
event, Dr. Hardy said that for over 40 years, the
event's continued success has been due to its
ability to strike the right balance between quality
and quantity when it comes to buyers and sellers.

Africa Hotel Investment Forum
Nairobi, Kenya
www.africa-conference.com

4-6th October
Bangladesh Tourism Fair
Dhaka, Bangladesh
www.bitf.com.bd

4-7th October

6-8th October
Global Wellness Summit
Cesena, Italy
www.globalwellnesssum
mit.com

st

51 International Fair And
Tourism
Novi Sad Fair, Serbia
www.sajam.net

10-12th October
TTG Incontri
Rimini, Italy
www.ttgincontri.it

11-13th October
INWETEX
St. Petersburg,
http://travelexhibition.ru
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16-18th October
Imex America
Sands expo, Las Vegas, USA
www.imexamerica.com

18-19th October
EyeforTravel North America
2018
Mandalay Bay, Las Vegas
www.eyefortravel.com/

17-19th October

17-19th October

Fifth Annual Hotelier Summit
Africa –North
Shikirat , Morocco
www.events.ide-global.com

ITB Asia, 2018
Marina Bay Sands, Singapore
www.itb-asia.com/

19-21th October
World Travel Show 2018
Mazovieckie, Poland
https://warsawexpo.eu

21-23rd October
MCE South Europe
Thessaloniki, Greece
www.europecongress.com
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25-27th October
World MICE Day
Qingdao, China
www.worldmiceday.com/

29-31st October
2nd Annual Px Show
Sheraton Lake Como Hotel, Italy
www.plannersxtraordinaire.com

23-25th October
Seatrade Cruise Asia Pacific 2018
Shanghai, China
www.seatradecruiseevents.com

31st Oct-2nd Nov
ILTM China 2018
Shanghai, China
www.iltm.com/china
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